
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    Print on demand (POD) is the commonly-used term for the digital printing technology 

that allows a book to be printed, bound and produced immediately to supply sales 

orders. POD is not a publishing model, it is a printing model. One of the reasons for the 

confusion regarding the POD model is that virtually all self-publishing service 

companies use POD. POD service companies are not publishers, but sellers of publishing 

services to writers. Their sole function is selling their services, not publishing. They 

have no vested financial interest in how the book does in the market. 

Trade publishers frequently use POD until a book starts selling well, justifying the 

cost of producing a volume of offset produced books, and incurring warehousing and 

insurance fees. The confusion regarding POD is further fueled by uneducated 

individuals who see the term POD and immediately think the book is self-published or 

that no physical books are available for immediate shipment. Even though most 

Brighton Books are initially produced POD, we maintain an inventory of printed books 

at the distributor and various other outlets, making the book available for immediate 

shipment without any delay in waiting for the book to be printed. In reality, the delay 

in POD printing is minimal, and most POD orders are printed and shipped within 24 hours 

of the order being received.  

POD printing is a cost-effective method of producing books without having to print and 

warehouse book inventories. Prior to POD technology, books were produced on offset 

press in varying quantities, transferred to the warehouse where they were placed on 

pallets waiting for sales. The problem was that the investment to the publisher was 

substantial in producing those books sitting in the warehouse incurring warehousing 

fees, in addition to providing insurance on the books waiting to be sold. If a book was a 

slow seller, by the time the last few books were sold, the warehousing and insurance 

fees may have gradually eaten away profits, resulting in substantially reduced net 

profits on those remaining books sold. POD eliminates those costs and the increased 

costs of POD printing are offset from the savings in warehousing and insurance fees. 

 


